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smartDOT
protection against mobile phone radiation

Bio-energetics specialists Global EMF Solutions today launched smartDOT designed for
use with mobile phones and other electronic devices. smartDOT is programmed to
harmonise or retune electromagnetic radiation from electronic equipment.
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The wireless world means we are all immersed in invisible electromagnetic emissions.
There are now 7 billion mobile phone subscriptions worldwide and wi-Fi is everywhere.
Many scientists are concerned that this ‘electro-pollution’ is affecting our health.
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The human body is electromagnetic in nature. Each cell in our body acts like an
antenna, an extremely sensitive receiver and transmitter of electromagnetic radiation; the
body will 'pick up' and react to any field to which it is exposed. The human body has not
had time to adapt to the artificial electromagnetic environment in which we now live.
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Scientists around the world are increasingly concerned about these dangers and at the
end of May 2011 the cancer research agency of the World Health Organisation reported
that mobile phones are "possibly carcinogenic".
Christopher Wild, director of the International Agency for Research On Cancer, concluded
that, "Given the potential consequences for public health of the classification and findings
it is important that additional research be conducted into the long term, heavy use of
mobile phones". He went on to advise, "It is important to take pragmatic measures to
reduce exposure".
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Reducing exposure is key and protecting yourself when you do use any devices is also
worth considering. The smartDOT is programmed with powerful energy signatures
known as Phi Technology®. The natural frequencies used in this programming
harmonise or retune the emissions from the device and reduce it.
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The smartDOT is a class 1 medical device and scientific research studies show that it
protects against the potentially harmful effects of the electromagnetic frequencies (EMFs)
emitted when we use electronic devices such as mobile phones, computers, cordless
phones.
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Managing Director Lucy Blyth commented “Many people feel frazzled after hours on
computers & phones. We believe that the smartDOT is a breakthrough product. It is a truly
cost effective way to relieve ‘electro-stress’.”
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--- ENDS ---

Note to Editors:
smartDOT £25.00 or buy a bioDOT Starter Pack £35 and get a bioDOT and smartDOT
www.energydots.co.uk

!
T: 01803 665626
!
Follow energydots on Twitter @Phi_energydots and Facebook phienergydots
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For more information or high resolution images please contact Lucy Blyth at Global EMF
Solutions, 01803 845551. lucy@energydots.co.uk
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